Introduction
Observational reports indicate that many new molecular species were deposited in Jupiter's stratosphere following the Comet. P/Shoemaker-Levy 9 (SL9) impacts.
These new species derive from highly processed cometary material and tropospheric Jovian air that were modified during the impact explosion, fireball, and re-entry shock ("splashdown") of the plmne back into the upper atmosphere.
To examine the photochemical evolution of the species that were observed or predicted to have formed following the plume splashdown (--,10-15 minutes after the actual impact), we use a onedimensional (l-D) chemical kinetics and diffusion model similar to the one described in Yung et al. [1984] . Our results regarding the sulfur-containing species are presented at. this time --results regarding nitrogen and oxygen species are presented ill a companion paper [Moses et al., 1995] .
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Faint Object. Spectrograph (FOS) obtained ultraviolet spectra within the central dark core of the G (and L) site over a period of several days and weeks following the impacts [Noll et al., 1995; Yelle and McGrath, 1995] . These highquality spectra indicate the presence of several sulfur compounds at the site: $2, CS9, CS, and H2S are all
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Paper number 95GL01200 imply that oxygen species such as H20 and CO were abundant at the same G impact site [Lellouch ct al., 1995; Bjoraker et al., 1994; Meadows et al., 1994] .
Because the reason for the discrepancy between the ttST and other observations is not known, we concentrate on the dark core regions observed by the FOS and assume that the oxygen compounds remain within the HST upper limits.
The complex nature of the impacts makes it impossible for 1-D photochemical models to reproduce all the phenomena that affect, the impact debris; however, such models are nseful for several reasons.
First of all, the models can be used to predict the t. 
Results
The abundances of our initial sulfur species change with time as photochemical reactions are initiated. Table 1 illustrates the temporal variation of several of the more interesting species. Due to the large uncertainties in initial compositions at the impact, sites, one should not put great reliance on the actual numbers in this table; two significant digits are included solely as an aid in comparing relative changes.
Sulfur Photochemistry
The most abundant sulflar compound observed immediately following the impacts is diatomic sulfur ($2). $2 is quickly lost by photolysis in the upper atmosphere and by the formation of larger sulfur molecules in the lower stratosphere.
In fact, the production of molecular sulfur (Ss) by various three-body reactions is very rapid.
We adopt the following scheme for the production of various sulfur molecules:
forx= 2, 4,6 forx = 3,4,5,6
where M represents any third molecule or atom. As Table 1 indicates, over 70% of the initial cohnnn budget of $2 molecules has been converted to Ss in the first hour after we begin our calculations, and another --,10% is converted to other sulfur molecules (e.g., $3, $4). Ss, which has a puckered ring structure, will condense almost as soon as it is formed.
On the other hand, Ss formation is only rampant in the middle and lower stratosphere at pressures greater than ,-_0.1 mbar.
At higher altitudes, $2 is effectively photolyzed before larger sulfur molecules can form. The $2 (B-X) band system lies at 240 360 nm and is clearly observed by the HST FOS [Noll et al., 1995] . At wavelengths shorter than _278 nm, $2 dissociates into two ground-state (3p) sulfur atoms. The lifetime against photolysis for the Su molecule at 10 -5 mbar and 44°S latitude on Jupiter in our diurnally averaged model is 5.3 hours. At. high altitudes, photolysis seems to provide an effective permanent loss mechanism for the $2; however, in the middle stratosphere near 0.01 -0.1 mbar, the three-body reaction 2S + M --+ $2 + M balances the photolysis, and S., is efficiently recycled. Thus, we find that some $2 remains several months after the impacts (see Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). Because this result, depends on the rates of several reactions that have not been measured in the laboratory, this conclusion should be regarded as speculative.
The HST spectra show no evidence for $2 at the G site 22 days after the impact, but no upper limits are given in Noll et al. [1995] , and it.
is unclear whether models such as are shown in Fig. 1 unmeasured reaction S+ CH3--+H2CS + H is fast. It. is possible, however, that S + Ctt3 will act to preferentially form CHaS via three-body reactions and that H2CS will not be a major product.
If this alternative is true, then H2CS will cease to be a major component, in our model while methyl mercaptan (CHaSH), dimethyl sulfide (CH3SCH3), dimethyl disulfide (CHaS)2, and organic sulfur ring species (e.g., C2H4S, C3H6S) will become more important.
CS production would also decrease in this case.
Carbon sulfide (CS) is produced by CS2 photolysis and, more importantly in our model, by several different reaction schemes whose ultimate source is $2 photolysis.
Although
CS is considered a radical species, very few reactions seem to be effective at permanently removing it from Jupiter's stratosphere. One exception is a reaction that we have invented:
NtI_ + CS --+ HNCS + H. We have assumed that. this reaction proceeds relatively inefficiently, but the CS and the NH2 radicals (which result from NH3 photolysis) are so abundant that the reaction becomes important.
As can be seen from The sulfur will still mostly end up in $8, but this process may be accelerated, and ammonia (NH3) may be more efficiently recycled and not lost so rapidly from our model [see Moses et al., 1995] .
Condensates
Dark aerosol particles were immediately visible at the impact sites [e.g., West et al., 1994] . These particles probably consist of silicates, metal sulfides or oxides, and/or organic debris (e.g., soot) that formed thermochemically in the impact or re-entry shocks. Does photochemistry contribute to the aerosol properties? The particles themselves are very dark [West et al., 1995] , and none of the species in our model form condensates that are as dark.
In an interesting and relevant laboratory experiment, Khare et al. [1978] irradiated a mixture of CH4, NH3, and t12S gases with high doses of 254 nm ultraviolet radiation. The brown solid that formed during this procedure was composed of 84% $8 and 16% more complex organic matter. This experiment, and others like it, reveal that solids that contain a large percentage of $8 do not necessarily have to be bright at visible wavelengths. 
